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Summary 

 

As the winner of the “Golden Triga” at the 2019 Prague Quadrennial of Performance 

Design and Space (PQ 2019), This Building Talks Truly, which was representative of the 

Republic of North Macedonia, has shown a multi-layered collaboration, which brings 

together different facets of scenography: space, staging, display, memory, community 

and communication. This article discusses how performances/installations activate 

exhibition spaces, how designs fullfill narratives and how scenography can play an active 

role in political contexts.  

 

 
Railway Company Employees’ Building. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 

Architecture is a lifestyle. In 2015, some architects, scenographer and scholars initiated 

an performative project—which is still ongoing—in a building nestled in the old town of 

Skopje, the capital city of the Republic of North Macedonia. More than 30 citizens, 

following the initiators, entered an old building complex and discussed and interacted 

with the local inhabitants.  This ex-landmark of Skopje—which was built between 1934 

and 1946—is used to be the living block for the employees of the Railway Company in 



Yugoslavia. Designed by Mihail Dvornikov, this building is typical of the post-war 

communist concrete architecture. The building is enclosed symmetrically on all sides with 

an open yard in the middle as the atrium. The running corridors connected each 

independent household, and continuous balconies have built up a socialist lifestyle. The 

former community facilities also included canteens, collective laundries, kindergartens, 

green spaces, a cinema hall capable of being shared by 400 children at one moment to 

watch movies. All these spatial layouts have significantly facilitated the communal life 

of the residents. From the original architectural drawings of this building, we can see an 

approximately 45% 20% / 35% original distribution of the housing / communication / 

communal areas. This is the first multifamily apartment of Skopje, which stood as a model 

of a public life and a mutually supportive community. The architecture’s design is also 

reminiscent of its contemporary “Unité d’Habitation” in Marseille, France, the modernist 

architectural masterpiece of Le Corbusier. The Yugoslav architects viewed such kinds of 

buildings as an expression of modernism, which was adaptable to a standardized social 

life, and more suitable for the communal life of an emerging socialist country.  

 

 

Building Plan. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 

Architecture is a narrative. Buildings have experienced their own historical narratives 

along with the changes of the countries and the cities. The Republic of North Macedonia 



is used to be a constituent state of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. From the 

1940s to the late 1980s, Tito, as the leader of the former Yugoslavia, deliberately 

circumvented the polarized political framework of the Cold War in order to seek for a 

“third way”. The rapid economic development of the “Balkan Tiger” supplied the 

Brutalist architectures of the West with the soil here. Like a utopia, concrete buildings 

quickly flourished in the Balkans, creating a socialist collective life with Balkan 

characteristics. Up till the breakup of Yugoslavia in 1991, this political conflict severely 

damaged the country’s socialist architectural heritage. Eventually, the Skopje Railways 

Bureau became privatized, resulting in the alteration of the building’s 75% / 20% / 5% 

distribution of the housing / communication / communal areas, to varying degrees. Over 

time, the building’s multifunctional cinema ceased its operation. The communal balconies 

were gradually (though not entirely) closed, the collective laundries disappeared and the 

recreational function of the collective life in the atrium has been disintegrating. Although 

the building was one of the few that did not suffer severe damages in the devastating 

Skopje earthquake in 1963, it has never been repaired since its construction. The past 

collective life has been gradually fading away and falling off like the building’s peeling 

wall coverings. With the memories of collective life being wiped away, the traces of 

living together are fading. The building bears witness to the transition from Yugoslav 

socialism to the current liberal economic form. From the spirit of mutual aids and 

cooperation to the promotion of the idea of individualism, this building has long lost its 

past, like what is told in Anton Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard. It expressed the sadness 

of saying goodbye to “Yesterday’s Russia”, but also expresses the hollowness of 

welcoming “ Tomorrow’s Russina.” 

 

 
Building View. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 

Architecture is a performative activity. The memories held by the cultural and 

architectural heritage allowed a group of young artists and theatrical practitioners to set 



focus once more on those important conepts of the socialist period: collectiveness, 

communal life, solidarity and mutual aids. The young generation in Skopje today lives in 

an everyday life, in which new media shape everything, and this status quo makes them 

to consider and observe carmly the erosion of the environment and nature by the ‘society 

of the spectacle’1 of capitalism, and the degradation of collective and common values. 

The performative activity in this building gave them an opportunity to look back at the 

previous daily lives in order to reflect on the relationships between communities, classes 

and the entire civic organization, and to think critically about the realities of life in the 

neoliberal economy and the unequal social phenomena. More than 30 citizens and the 

creators walked around in this building, visiting the inhabitants of the residential 

apartment, exchanging ideas and discussing the disappearance of the city’s collective 

memory. In the process of these continuous interactive performances, people recalled the 

socialist lifestyles that have existed before, such as community, communication and 

common ownership. In this process, we can see that the notion “spectator” was gradually 

transformed into a “spect-actor” and then into an “actor”. The spectators were 

transformed from observers in aesthetic terms who have kept a distance from the object 

to active participants in this process. When these “spect-actors” knocked on the doors of 

the residents in the building complex. Some answered the knock, actively sharing their 

collective lives of the past, while some others were indifferent, being oblivious to the 

past. Each unit had its own story to tell, with laughter, tears and memories.  

 

 
Performance. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 
1 “The spectacle is the inverted image of society in which relations between commodities have 
supplanted relations between people, in which "passive identification with the spectacle supplants 
genuine activity" (Debord, 1970).  
 



 

How to live better together? This question kept on resonating in this decayed building. 

Rather than physically creating a scene, the performance design situates people in a real 

concrete building, and through an artistic process, generates an experiential and 

emotional model that forms, transfers and becomes a way of community care or even 

social change. Architectures directly influence the ways of being of the ones who live 

inside them, and this influence is beyond people’s imagination. Therefore, the critical 

examination of architecture has become a new way of life criticism. Changing the current 

social reality, focusing on the critiques of daily life experiences and actively proposing 

the construction of specific living situations in order to achieve a better state of living—

all these have become the prospect of this exhibition. It advocates for the preservation of 

people’s public spaces, and makes everyone cherish their communities more and think 

about individual responsibility and collective solidarity. In the field of physics, from a 

sociological perspective, seeing existing conflicts can open up possibilities for the 

potential changes of the social structure; in the field of empathy, the entire building and 

its history, seen from an architectural perspective, can provide a visible space, as well as 

possibilities for self-education, for each participant and resident. Tenants in the building 

articulated the problems they were facing, and these social problems were expressed and 

confronted through the way of an art exhibition. For example, the performers interviewed 

a resident. He still clearly remembered the days when the cinema was open and the many 

cultural events taken place there, such as concerts by Yugoslav singers and public films 

on weekends. In the summer, they also enjoyed sunbathing on the balconies as if on the 

beach while watching the children playing in the atrium downstairs, without any 

particular worry about their safety, because they would take care of each other. Since the 

balconies were open and connected, children had free access to the neighbours’ kitchens 

in order to have some food as if being at home, while neighbours took care of them as if 

they were their own children (an example of collective living). Unfortunately, today, the 

situation is slightly different. Many residents have become estranged. The neighbours do 

not know each other, and, even more tragically, they do not know the history and value 

of the building they are living in. The performative activities were not just about nostalgia, 

but about proposing specific solutions to the current situations. For instance, which public 

spaces can be restored to function as before? Or, how to make building maintenance 

requirements with the municipal departments. Hans-Thies Lehmann once said, “Theatre 

art is, as for as its praxis, distinctly a social art.”  (Lehmann, 2010, p.240) Through the 



praxis of performance design, it attempted to create conditions for recreating public 

spaces in order to activate the community. However, due to its transformative nature, the 

government partially perceived its instability, but the whole process offered at least the 

possibility of social attention.  

 

 

Performance. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 

A closer look at the process of this performative activity shows that urban life and 

community life cannot exist without the interaction in communal spaces, leaving only 

separation and forced and fixed estrangement behind. The power of performative 

interventions still grows strong and active, and continues fermenting. As Henri Lefebvre 
2argued, the lifeblood of the survival of capitalism is to create an ever-embracing, 

instrumental and mysterious space, covered behind a thick and heavy curtain of illusion 

and ideology, which escaped critical perspectives, and this is what this work, This 

Building Talks Truly, attempts to reveal.  

 

Performance Design Drawing. Photo © This Building Talks Truly 

 
2 Edward Soja(1989) The Postmodern Geographies, London: Verson Books, P.50. 



 

Translating performative activities into exhibition installations. Having the 

continuous performative activities in the building site translated into the public exhibition 

halls and completing the exhibition presentation by means of installation and performance 

were the most thoroughly-completed aspects of the Pavilion of Republic of North 

Macedonia at PQ 2019. During the exhibition lasting for ten days, the installations began 

to intervene with live interactive performances, staged video projections, and various 

sounds and texts in the pavilion. The audience on site was presumed as potential tenants 

of the architecture. They were asked to reflect with the performers together on the 

collective life and the equality and mutual aids once shaped by this architectural space. 

The audience was simultaneously the protagonist and the participant, being an integral 

element of this work. The pavilion’s exhibition area’s scale is of 5 × 5m, and a size of 

1:100 modelling was used for the installations to condense and transform the space of 

past performative activities. A rigid iron frame with a red curtain separating the 

performative area from the audience, forming a stage similar to a mirror’s frame. A 

concrete wall carried squares behind it, suggesting several apartment units. As the 

performance progressed, the relationship of the mirrored spectatorship has changed. The 

red curtain was unveiled: a concrete wall was shown, being about 3 metres wide and 2.5 

metres high, with a partial groove of about 80 × 50cm in the middle; the performer, 

dressed in blue overalls, held up a vellum-wrapped panel with the inscription “Act I: 

History as Stage, and Architecture as Stage”. The performer presented the inauguration 

of this socialist-era Skopje railway workers’ residential building in the late 1940s. As the 

performer narrated, she took off her blue overalls (implying the socialist period) and put 

on the informal red T-shirt and jeans (implying the liberal economic period). In “Act II: 

Building Entrance”, the building was shown having ten entrances and this performance 

segment shared a story of apartment No. 1 on the ground floor of Entrance 1. In “Act III: 

Yard”, the central concrete wall was pushed back by 2 metres, and the audience outside 

the red curtain walked in through the rigid iron frame, as if into the yard of this railway 

employees’ apartment, where the performer shared the ways of life that this public space 

has implied for its inhabitants. An overhead projector was projecting onto a piece of 

vellum on the ground, and the video footages from the previous live performances were 

being shown: people had been digging the ground to recall the death toll from the 

earthquake of the late 1960s. In “Act IV: Communal Balconies”, the performer shared the 

lifestyle of the communal spaces on each floor’s balconies that this railway residential 



building used to have. In “Act V: Cinema”, this wall, being about 40 centimetres thick, 

was rotated from vertical to horizontal. The performer entered into the middle section, as 

if in the space of the cinema hall. The films and live concerts that have been on here were 

described. Six video players, wrapped in vellum paper boxes, like a small movie screen, 

presented old movies that have been played in this cinema and the interviews with 

residents nowadays. In “Act VI: Architecture as Community”, the performer described 

how to activate the community through this performative activity. Upon closer inspection, 

the rectangular form of the on-site installation model was rebuilt in size of 1:100 

according to the real area and shape of the railway residential block. The several cells in 

the installation model mimicked individual units in the apartment, and the vellum paper 

boxes in each of them functioned as each family’s archives, containing their stories and 

interview materials. The overall design also reflected the documentary quality because of 

the choice of vellum. The movable concrete walls, having been moved back and forth or 

flipped over, have made a statement of spatial actions, about the past and present fates of 

the entire railway workers’ residential apartment. If this installation was not in the 

performing process, it would become a static exhibition space, where the audience would 

involuntarily look through the vellum archive boxes and read their stories.  

 

 

Performance & Exhibiton in PQ2019.  Photo© Jing Wang 

 

Interdisciplinary creative approach. Architects, visual artists, scholars, cultural 

workers, directors, actors, philosophers, social activists and so on formed a 

comprehensive team. Different disciplinary backgrounds formed a project, a process 



embodies the collectivist ideas of equality and mutual aids by this collaboration itself. 

Their joint researches, discussions, workshops, performances and many other creative 

methods have been gradually deepening this project. The combination of the architectural 

field with elements of visual and performing arts has expanded their respective scope and 

framing. The project also consists of indispensable residents and citizen participants, who 

interacted with the visitors at the exhibition site.  

 

How to understand performance design and space, as well as the roles and functions of 

performance and space in society? This is prerequisite to understanding the exhibition’s 

characteristics. This Building Talks Truly is a phenomenal work that combines art, 

society, politics and culture. Through this work, we see how the dialectical relationships 

between architecture, performance design, theatre and society conduct ongoing 

discussions and practices with practical effects. Right now, the Skopje city government 

has already responded to this building’s restoration. The Post-dramatic paradigm of This 

Building Talks Truly narrates the promises, practices and failures of a utopia via the 

example of this classic building in the former Yugoslavia. The performative practice 

carried out in this distant “cherry orchard” also shows us that architecture in many places 

no longer contributes to the common interests. It gradually grew into self-enclosure, and 

that space privatizes and hierarchizes the interpersonal relationships. The cross-

disciplinary approach is more focused on advacating the preservation of the community 

and the public space. Theatre is not only an art form for the present now, but a 

representation and reflection of real life.  
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